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Abstract:

Recently, as the rapid progress on emerging integration of information and communication

technology (ICT) and robot technology (RT), we came to be able to apply various types of social robots to solve
real-world problems. The aim of scientific research on social robotics is to investigate the theory and methodology
on social communication and interaction by using human-friendly robots, but the intelligent technology is the most
important to realize the emerging synthesis of ICT and RT in social implementation. In Tokyo Metropolitan
University, the Research Center for Community-centric Systems was established in 2015 to deal with social
problems such as elderly care, social rehabilitation, and information support in disaster situation, while the
Research Core on Service Robot Incubation Hub was established in 2016 to realize the flexible open innovation
through the workshops and prototyping with company researchers, users, and customers. We have collaborated
with many companies in order to develop social robots. First, we explain the methodology on intelligent
technology on learning, adaptation, and prediction required for social communication and interaction with people.
Next, we show several examples of the development of robots; (1) robot partners called iPhonoid and iPadrone,
(2) guide robots in airport or shopping centers, (3) multi-robot theater for education, shopping guide, and
amusements. Finally, we will discuss the future direction of cognitive robotics to solve real-world social problems.
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